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Abstract :

The question of Iran “ going nuclear” is of global concern. Iran has up to now used devious methods
to violate the Non-Proliferation Treaty and has indeed misled the world community. The Obama
Administration is concerned about these developments as much as the previous Bush Administration
was. However, President Obama’s approach to nuclear weapons in general and talks with Iran have
been different both in essence and form. Another matter of concern has been the attitude of Israel and
the manner in which the US has tried to handle the Israeli dossier towards Iran. The October 1st
negotiations with Iran have been considered constructive by the West. These negotiations will take
time and probably prove to be difficult. Turkey’s attitude towards a “nuclear” Iran seems to be
ambivalent in recent times, whereby while Turkey does not want a nuclear Iran, it seems to be
pointing a finger to nuclear Israel.
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its previous statement that it would not

rejected Obama’s “considerate” attitude,

discuss its nuclear activities. Iran announced

which is different and softer than that of
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Bush’s,
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Iran from laying mines in the Strait of
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US not being able to stop Israel? It is hard to

most importantly, how is Iran’s capacity to
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make nuclear weapons to be stopped? There
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are no answers to these questions yet.
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that
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way
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against
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The

Obama

Obama

from this, along with the damage to the
If the change of attitude in Iran is serious,

relations between Obama and the Muslim

why did it happen just recently? It is hard to

world.

Most importantly, however, both

make a definite prediction. Although, it is

Iran

known that so far Russia and China have

Obama’s initiatives not being reciprocated,

been dragging feet in terms of imposing

and a new change in US foreign policy. If

tougher sanctions on Iran. That being said, it

Obama

is obvious Obama expects reciprocation

unsuccessful in his foreign policy, he might

from Russia in turn for his gesture of

change his stance under domestic pressure.

and

is
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should
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about

and
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It is expected that negotiations with Iran
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will not be easy. The US has not played its
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ever will nor if that card will work is clear.

nothing other than carrots-and-sticks. At this

This card is giving Iran security guarantees,

press briefing, Davutoğlu asked everyone to

meaning to guarantee that the US will come

be agreeble, but unfortunately we do not

to Iran’s aid in the case of an attack. Such a

live in a fairy tale world. It is regrettable that

guarantee could be realized in the form of a

what Davutoğlu wished for cannot be

Security Council decision.

realized. Turkey, being neighbors with an
Iran that has nuclear weapons, cannot

Turkey

remain inactive. This is why stopping Iran is
crucial for Turkey. If Iran got nuclear

Prime

initially

weapons, Turkey could either go the same

acknowledged Iran’s right to use nuclear

route, or could be forced to ask the US and

energy for civil purposes while opposing its

NATO additional guarantees on top of the

military use. Lately the Prime Minister has

already existing ones under the “nuclear

been using a rhetoric of “but Israel also has

umbrella.”

nuclear

Minister

weapons”

Erdoğan

and

giving

the

impression, whether intentionally or not,
that

Israel

having

nuclear

weapons

legitimizes Iran’s possession of them as well.
The forgotten point is that at the time Israel
opted for nuclear weapons, Arab countries
had a policy of destroying Israel; having
nuclear weapons at the time was vital for
Israel.

Ahmet Davutoğlu, Minister of

Foreign Affairs, stated during a press
conference on September 30 that Turkey is
against both a military operation and UN
Security Council sanctions against Iran.
“Carrots and sticks” is an indispensible tool
in diplomacy, and Davutoğlu himself is in
the position to know this best. Indeed, the
fact that he made the approval of the
documents signed with Armenia by the
Turkish Parliament conditional upon the the
solution of the Azeri-Armenian conflict is
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